
Learn 6 Steps to Starting a Property Flipping Business

Description

Property flipping, or home flipping as some call it, maybe a profitable strategy to make money in real
estate if done correctly. Being a home flipper is a risk that does not always pay off because it demands
a  significant commitment of your own money.

Many people enter real estate through the house flipping route to supplement their income or to
experiment with a real estate profession while determining which real estate career path is best for
their lifestyle. If you want to be a house slipper, these steps will get you in the correct direction. Do you
want to learn how to flip houses? Here are the measures you must take to become a savvy house
flipper.

Step 1: Obtain a real estate license.

When starting a flipping career, it’s best to be the most prepared rather than the least. You do not need
a real estate license to become a house flipper, but getting one is a good idea because it will provide
you with additional options along the process.

Preparing for real estate license exams provides a solid basis for house flippers to learn all the details,
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vocabulary, and procedures required to acquire and sell a home.

“Most states have many disclosure forms that are needed by law,” says Bill Gallagher, a real estate
agent in Charlotte, NC, who has taught pre- and post-licensing courses for 25 years.

“The national exam assures flippers that they have understood the curriculum.”

This content contains disclosure forms, zoning challenges, finance specifics, and Home Owners
Association regulations, all of which are essential aspects of purchasing and selling properties.

“Everyone believes real estate is simple,” says Gallagher.

“Quite the contrary. Knowing what may go wrong—all liability issues—can significantly lower your risk.”

Step 2: Go to the MLS.

The Multiple Listing Service (MLS) is the place to go for accurate information on properties for sale and
properties sold when buying or selling a house.

According to Gallagher, the MLS status data is “accurate and verifiable,” unlike other online listing
sites. “Other sites aren’t 100 percent reliable all of the time. You must constantly return to the MLS.”

To access the MLS, you must be a real estate agent and a member of a national, state, and local real
estate association.

If you are not an agent, you will have to pay one to list your property on the service, which can cost up
to $1,000. The costs pile up when you flip multiple properties and eat into your profit.

Step 3: Obtain brokerage assistance

Real estate brokers can offer novice house flips essential advice and help. “Say to the broker, ‘Please
assist me.'” Please guide me.

‘Guide me,’ says Gallagher. “It’s a fantastic method to learn the industry and obtain help.”

Furthermore, brokerages provide a swarm of agents that can introduce purchasers.

“Exposure is critical,” Gallagher explains.

“Many brokers suggest, ‘First, let’s try to sell it in the firm.'” This could imply permitting agents to bring
clients during a “coming soon” time before the property is formally listed for sale. It may also imply that
you will receive advance information of homes coming to market, which may be your next flip.

Step 4: Purchase a home.

After seeing property flippers on reality television, this is probably one of the steps to house flipping
you’re most familiar with. If you already have your real estate license at this point, you’ll have access to
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the MLS and will be able to find deals on fixer-upper properties. Here are some things to think about
while buying a house:

Will you obtain financing for this home or pay the purchase price up front?
What monthly payments can you reasonably afford if you take out a mortgage on the house after
factoring in the cash expenditures of renovation?
Will you buy this home with the assistance of real estate investors or on your own?
What are the current property value trends in the locations where you’re looking?

Step 5: Remodel the home.

It’s now time to refurbish! It’s critical to keep within your budget when upgrading to profit when you sell
your home. Here are some pointers to assist you to save money during this stage:

Make a budget.

Choose a cashback credit card or a credit card with high rewards points on business purchases.
Reuse or purchase used salvaged items from other house flippers. Stick to timeless designs that will
sell well. When accepting bids from contractors, take your time to choose the best one. Be explicit with
your initial budget so you can get an exact quote immediately. Decide where you’ll splurge and where
you’ll save money.

Step 6: Sell and make a profit.

You must always pay a 2 percent to 3 percent fee to the agent who shows up with a buyer. On the
other hand, a real estate license for property flippers allows you to represent your own property,
allowing you to either save money or pay yourself a listing commission.

Some brokers, but not all, will let their agents pay themselves or waive the listing commission on agent-
owned properties.

According to the National Association of Realtors, the median price of a home in May 2018 was
$252,800; therefore, if you operate as your listing agent, you’ll save $5,056 to $7,584, which might
mean the difference between earning a profit, breaking even, or losing money on a flip. Is a real estate
license required to flip houses?
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